EAST SUSSEX  churchyard sites with younger yews

ALFRISTON  St Andrew  TQ52160300  12/10/2011  Tim Hills
A vague reference to there being an old yew here. It is possible that in old pictures an ancient oak has been mistaken for a yew.

DITCHLING  St Margaret  TQ325153  28/3/2004  Tim Hills
Young only here

PLUMPTON  St Michael  TQ357135  6/7/1999  Tim Hills
A yew with 5 stems radiating outwards from ground level. Measurement would be meaningless.

PLUMPTON GREEN  All Saints  TQ36381688  6/7/1999
Built c1893 there was no yew of note here.

SEDLESCOMBE  St John the Baptist  TQ776188  13/10/2011  Tim Hills
A web site describes the churchyard 'full of yew trees'. None are of any note.

STREAT  Parish Church  TQ351152  6/7/1999  Tim Hills
Many youthful stems from a 1' high bole.

WARTLING  St Mary Magdalene  TQ658092  11/10/2011  Tim Hills
Yew here may not be churchyard yew, but closer to the Lamb Inn.
WITHYHAM  St Michael and All Angels  TQ49333558  2008  Steve Young
Churchyard yew. Also noted on slope beside footpath between church and B2110 - it might be contemporaneous with two largest churchyard yews of similar size. Location of this one outside churchyard was 422cm at 80cm.